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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a possible conversion of Brazilian textile and apparel firms from cost based to sustainability-oriented differentiation strategy. Eco-innovation and social-environmental initiatives of ten firms were analyzed revealing two distinct typologies of strategies among large and small companies. Nevertheless, none of them seem to be near from meeting the needs of emerging global conscious consumers that accept to pay more for sustainable innovations. A case study showed the hindrances to implementing the desired strategy. Recommendations for necessary intra and inter-organizational changes in the value chain are presented.
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1. Introduction

For thirty years the Multi-Fiber Arrangement (MFA) imposed quotas on the amount of textiles and garments developing countries could export to developed countries. Since it expired at the end of 2004, global clothing production has shifted towards strong cost-based competition. A handful of low-cost production sites around the world have seized the opportunity to increase their market share by reducing wages and environmental management costs (Schor, 2005; Gereffi, 2005). This cost-oriented industrial strategy was based on the assumption that only by offering the absolute minimum of working and environmental conditions will organizations survive the globalization of production and trade. Yet even these firms operated on very tight profit margins.

At a time when it is increasingly difficult to compete on costs in the Global Value Chain, firms from historical and traditional local producers look for new business differentiation strategies. Most of T&A industries in developing countries are low-technology intensity industries
(Hatzichronoglou, 1997) characterized by aesthetically centered product innovations instead of high technology ones. Meanwhile, their main information sources to innovate (IBGE, 2013) reveal that their copy-paste strategies make their innovative activities a mere adaptive process of following the internal market tastes and preferences taught by others. Their high dependence on European and American fields and domains of creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999) is fed by the continuing high of imports by big retailers, leveraging this tendency and making it more difficult to compete against those producers that are supported by export-oriented policies. Economies of scale based upon mass production technologies are another hindrance to innovation, as it is strongly dependent on control and standardization downstream and upstream the value chain. Considering the growth of emerging conscious consumers worldwide, sustainability approach appears as an alternative basis to compete in the Global Value Chain.

The high water and energy consumption in T&A factories and the use and destination of toxic materials, for instance, was soon detected as having a very significant impact on both production costs and environmental degradation (UNIDO, 1979; Hewson, 1999). While many firms have successfully stressed their innovation skills to enhance aesthetically their products or to make them easier to care for, and some others pulverized their innovative design in order to control and accelerate fashion obsoletism, a third group opted for new solutions addressing social and environmental issues. An increasing international interest for sustainable goods has generated specific T&A markets that can be won over by continuously bringing out new products with social and environmental attributes.

This trend towards sustainable products is not restricted, of course, to the T&A industry. Several studies (e.g. Laroche, Bergeron & Barbaro-Forleo, 2001; Borchers, Duke & Parsons, 2007; Bento et al., 2010; Elfenbein & McManus, 2010) suggest that in many different industries a high proportion of consumers are willing to pay more for eco-friendly products. In their purchase decisions, individuals are starting to consider their sense of responsibility for the environment, bringing short- and long-term considerations together at a single decision point. This heightened consumers’ awareness turned passive users into active stakeholders, since the same information and set of values will later influence the production system. The new responsible consumer has driven both product and production technological innovations. Eco-innovation (James, 1997; Rennings, 2000; Hermosilla, Rio & Könnölä, 2010) and cleaner production (Baas et al., 1990; Campbell, 1991) are being seen as potential sources of competitive advantage, especially in globalized, high-competition markets, which is the case of the T&A industry. Striving for competitive differentiation, many firms have adjusted their business strategy, embracing sustainability requirements. A differentiated sustainable performance can be achieved by launching green products that can be retailed at higher prices and bigger margins (Azzone & Noci, 1998; Laroche, Bergeron & Barbaro-Forleo, 2001), or by optimizing production processes, e.g. reducing material and energy consumption, waste generation, etc. (Nieminem et al., 1997; Azzone & Noci, 1998; Jones, 2001). The image of being a sustainability pro-active firm enhances its market value. But market value itself is a changing concept.

As a creative industry, fashion industry plays an important role in dissolving the persistent dichotomy production-consumption of industrial capitalism. In complex markets, consumer choice is not governed by conventional theory of demand. It is leaded by the choice of others in such a way that the decision to buy is the explicit result of a third-party action (Potts et al., 2008; Uricchio, 2004). In this aspect, consumer and citizen roles are brought
together in social networks with sustainability values.

Nevertheless, sustainable goods usually generate very dynamic markets. In order to achieve competitive advantage in such situations, an increasing attention to organizational learning has been argued by different scholars (e.g. Hung et al., 2010; Wu, 2010; Zhou, 2010). Developing worker knowledge and skills through training may help to balance external pressures with the internal capabilities (Sarkis, Gonzales-Torre & Adenso-Diaz, 2010) because it can enhance the three factors identified by Wang and Ahmed (2007) as the basic sources of competitiveness: (a) the ability to take in external knowledge, (b) the ability to link the innovativeness to products and markets and (c) the ability to adapt and align resources and capabilities. Other frequent sources of organizational learning are acquiring external knowledge and referring to consulting services. But when it comes to sustainability, this paper argues that organizational learning, whatever its form, should lean strongly on the creation of quantitative sustainability assessment in the entire value chain.

In order to participate in the Global Value Chain, Brazilian T&A industry must confront with these challenges and contradictions. Being socially and environmentally committed is not merely a marketing issue, but a question of developing sustainability capabilities that transcend brand image strategies and eco-friendly discourses. The aim of this paper is to explore obstacles to sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies in Brazilian T&A industry, describing and analysing chosen relevant firms initiatives and presenting the hindrances found in the case study of a lead fashion retailer’s supply chain measurement of environmental and social impacts. The results suggest that while the small firms selected are keener to more radical product innovations, the large ones strive to reduce their environmental and social impacts in order to comply with legislation, but none of these initiatives seem to be on the pace of adoption of the new methods and technologies that can push then onto leadership in sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies. We conclude that the implementation of life cycle quantitative assessment all along the lead firm value chain may lead to a better understanding of products and processes, enhancing organizational learning, trust and eco-innovation capabilities.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses a possible conversion of Brazilian T&A firms to sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies. Section 3 synthesizes sustainability initiatives implemented by selected Brazilian T&A firms, designed to bear out, or not, this conversion. The results are analysed on Section 4. Section 5 describes a case study that was set up in order to deepen the previous results and section 6 discusses the new results. Section 7 presents our recommendations for the development of sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies in the Brazilian T&A value-chain. The final section draws our conclusions.

2. Sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies: an alternative to Brazilian T&A industry?

When the MFA came to an end, Brazilian T&A industry underwent a forced reorganization in response to increased competition from Asian producers. The governance of the supply-chains underwent major changes. In a bid to attain scope and scale economies, the largest firms launched a sequence of mergers and acquisitions. Leadership of the value chains began to be taken over by large retailers, following the global patterns of governance. At the same time, new, unprecedented interest started to be shown in Brazilian brands and firms sporting genuine Brazilian design, both inside the country and abroad. Some firms, many of which are small and medium-sized, have developed strategies to win over new markets on the back of their cultural appeal.
and ecological values (Garcia et al., 2005; AUTHOR, 2007). In general, they are still taking their first steps. However, their future is not yet assured, as it depends on their capacity to withstand the high levels of competition in their business environment.

It is particularly these new businesses that demonstrate most clearly the difficulty experienced by Brazil’s T&A industry in its haste to exchange cost-based strategies for business differentiation strategies. During the 1980s and 1990s, the main focus was on total quality management, but now these tools are clearly unable to yield the results required for achieving either price-based or differentiation-based competition. Managers then moved towards new methods, taking account of principles of human resources management, but these were also unsuccessful in obtaining either cost- or differentiation-based competitive advantages. Although some firms have started to make a transition towards business differentiation based on eco-innovation or cleaner production, the sector as a whole still seems locked into traditional production methods. This can be seen clearly by a broad-based survey of Brazilian firms involved in some form of innovation held one year after the MFA ended (IBGE, 2005). The analysis of the T&A firms included in the survey showed that innovative impacts rarely were focused on social and environmental issues. The very small group that invested in these aspects were almost entirely limited to improving their production processes to reduce water and energy consumption. Almost none of them showed any sign of employing systematic methods to develop new products. In line with this lack of interest in eco-innovation, it was also found that just a smaller group had any kind of collaboration with universities or other science and technology institutions, and just very few of them had sought to bring their practices into line with international sustainability regulations (ABDI 2009). The last issue of IBGE survey (IBGE, 2013) sustains the same behaviour.

Meanwhile, these results doesn’t seem to differ sharply from results obtained in recent studies in Europe concerning eco-innovation in SME’s and European clusters (e.g. OECD, 2013; BARSOUMIAN et alii, 2011).

Given this scenario, which are the hindrances to the adoption of sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies by Brazilian T&A industry? To answer this question, the authors have conducted a study to identify, describe and evaluate the sustainability related innovative activities of selected firms.

3. First study: the sustainable initiatives of ten Brazilian T&A firms

Ten firms from three distinct regions of the country were investigated (see Table 1). Intentional sampling was used to select them based upon expert advices. The firms were selected by experts according to the following criteria: (a) existence of sustainability-oriented strategies and initiatives; (b) inclusion of both large and small firms; (c) diversity of production processes and goods produced; (d) broad distribution inside Brazil.

Although intentional sampling does not necessarily have to be representative, the Brazilian regions represented account for 80% of the total number of Brazil’s firms from this sector (Brazil, 2004). The data were gathered on interviews with the firms’ managers, from information on their websites, in assessment reports and in surveys of indicators of technological innovation in Brazilian firms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>firm</th>
<th>state</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>products</th>
<th>exports</th>
<th>innovation</th>
<th>partnerships with universities</th>
<th>measurement of impacts</th>
<th>environmental regulations</th>
<th>training</th>
<th>international regulations</th>
<th>training</th>
<th>formal partnerships</th>
<th>measurement of impacts</th>
<th>training</th>
<th>international regulations</th>
<th>environment education or projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large Company A</td>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>cotton fabrics</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>wastewater</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Company B</td>
<td>Santa Catarina</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Clothing and fabric</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Oxo-biodegradable bags</td>
<td>wastewater, solid waste, emissions, water consumption</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Company C</td>
<td>Santa Catarina</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>cotton uniforms</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>wastewater, recovery of energy from biomass</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Company D</td>
<td>Minas Gerais</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>cotton fabric</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>solid waste, emissions</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Company E</td>
<td>Amazonas</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>clothing made from recycled PET fibers</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Waste water</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Company A</td>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>Med-sized</td>
<td>finishing and softening</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>natural colourings and softeners from Brazilian plant species in dyeing process</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Company A</td>
<td>Paraná</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>fabrics made from cellulose fiber from sustainable managed forests</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Company B</td>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>recycled fabrics</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>jeans made from recycled PET fibers and recycled fabrics</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Company C</td>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>fashion retailing</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>jeans made from recycled PET fibers and recycled fabrics</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Small Company D
Paraná
Small
Hand-made thread
Yes
fabrics and accessories using natural fibers and natural pigments from Brazilian plant species
no
no
no
yes
yes

Table 1 summarizes the sustainability initiatives of the ten selected T&A firms, related to their innovative activities. It points out significant differences between small and large firms, which were not so evident in the mentioned IBGE (2005; 2013) survey.

A) In large firms, process improvements prevail. The innovative activities lean on the acquisition of new machinery and construction of new facilities and they are usually aimed at measuring impacts, fulfilling international regulations and conducting environmental programs for the community. The only large firm found to have introduced a product innovation was Large Company B, which has a long tradition of effective commitment to environmental preservation.

At the time of the data collection, none of these firms had any formal partnership with universities or research and development organizations, although some did contact university researchers for assistance on an ad hoc basis. They also had no systematic sustainability training programs. However, in all cases the mere existence of wastewater treatment processes implies in some level of environmental training for the professionals involved in the operation, maintenance and control of the processes.

Two large firms stated that they did not comply with any international regulations, although exporting goods regularly.

All the large firms had some kind of educational initiative or environmental project with local communities.

B) Small firms seem to be keener on developing new products with sustainable attributes, like recycled raw materials, sustainably managed forest dyes and pigments extracted from Brazilian plants species. But they don’t endeavor to include their suppliers in these initiatives. The product innovation consists merely of incorporating sustainable inputs already available into their products.

None of the small firms had any formal partnerships with universities or research and development organizations. However, two small firms did provide training in sustainability for their employees and one had an environmental outreach program.

C) The only medium-sized firm has showed characteristics from both precedent groups. Interestingly, Medium Company A has set up a formal partnership with ESALQ (an agricultural college belonging to the University of São Paulo) to research and develop natural dyes.

Overall, the study confirms that eco-innovation is at an embryonic stage in Brazilian T&A industry. Large firms tend to focus their sustainability initiatives on the continuous improvement of their production systems, basically to reduce their environmental and social impacts in order to comply with legislation. Their strategic orientation to economies of scale is certainly behind this tendency. Neither large nor small firms are using systematic methods for developing new products. The lack of formal product development procedures hinders the incorporation of sustainability attributes from cradle to grave and so also the
dissemination of sustainability principles among the suppliers.

However, as Table 1 shows, the sprouting development of sustainable products is clearly concentrated in small and medium-sized firms. Large firms, on the contrary, tend to a more conservative management culture focused on process efficiency, which even includes environmental projects in the neighbourhood. This corroborates Wagner and Llerena (2010), who claim that in many industries small businesses tend to have a broader approach to sustainable innovation, resulting in more radical innovations and in the incorporation of sustainable aspects into their operations, while large businesses seem to be more constrained in their capacity to take action, preferring incremental innovations and putting more emphasis on communication about sustainability.

4. First study discussion

Among the results described in the previous section, perhaps the most striking are that small and medium-sized firms are not used to measure their environmental and social impacts, neither to formalize product development procedures. This may be an important drawback to sustainability improvements. The literature asserts that Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is being increasingly used in the T&A industry, for instance to compare the impacts of cotton fibers and polyester. Synthetic fibers have been often seen as harmful and associated with stereotypes such as chemical, manufactured and pollution, while natural fibers are seen as inert in that they are biodegradable. However, cotton can actually have a bigger environmental impact than polyester, if its production has used toxic fertilizers and pesticides and a lot of water for irrigation (Kalliala and Nousiainen 1999; Fletcher, 2007; EJF 2007; Shen and Patel 2008). The Danish Environmental Protection Agency has sponsored the development of a database with equivalence factors in the LCA dimensions of six different apparel products, creating different scenarios for each product types (Laursen, 2007). Building up scenarios by using LCA implies in setting the producer’s perspective against the consumer’s, assessing the choices available to each group. Nieminen, Linke, Tobler & Beke (2006) collected industrial data from five European T&A firms and used LCA to provide inputs for the development of manufacturing technologies with lower emissions.

This leads us to the hypothesis that only the development of the capacity to make quantitative assessments of environmental and social impacts can provide a basis for sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies. The ability to innovate in response to growing sustainability demands depends strongly on the firm’s competence to measure impacts. Interestingly, large firms’ initiatives to reduce water and energy process consumption have enabled them to create methods for measuring impacts. But sustainability depends on gains in eco-efficiency all along the value chain. Evidence of capacity-building from the use of new methods and approaches to address environmental issues can be found in Tobler-Rohr (2000), Sondergard, Hansen & Holm (2004), and Goerke et al. (2007). Impacts measuring skills inside design and engineering teams will spread the life cycle concept throughout the organization. Shop floors will rethink how they dispose of used materials; logistics planners will be able to understand the need for reverse logistics; CSR managers will interact with neighbouring communities about waste recycling possibilities. This systematization of quantitative assessment will produce a knowledge spill-over along much of the T&A value chain and enhance new skills through over the suppliers and customers, starting a synergic process of creativity to the introduction of eco-innovations.

5. A participatory research on social and environmental impacts quantification: hindrances to a Brazilian fashion lead firm to incorporate the quantitative assessment into its business processes
Nevertheless, the findings of the first study indicate that the Brazilian T&A firms still don’t pay enough attention to the need to create a routine of quantifying and qualifying environmental and social impacts. At the present time, even those firms that are keen to attain a sustainability-based competitive advantage are generally not contemplating quantitative assessment that can guarantee a good social and environmental performance of their products. Thus, it was methodologically necessary to take a further step and investigate one of the few initiatives that go in the opposite direction: the Social, Environmental and Carbon Footprint Project (SECFP), that has been jointly developed by Osklen, a leading Brazilian retail fashion medium-sized firm and one of its key international markets. Despite not being a complete LCA study, the chosen case reveals the state of the art regarding the capacity for measuring environmental and social impacts currently available on Brazilian T&A firms. SECFP was funded by the Italian Ministry for Environment, Land and Sea and has been developed by SENAI CETIQT’s Technological and Marketing Forecasting Institute in cooperation with Instituto-e, a pioneer in environmental and social projects such as e-fabrics. Its goals included:

- identifying, developing and introducing sustainable raw materials, including new organic and recycled fabrics,
- assessing its products’ carbon footprint through appropriate tools,
- converting its processes to clean technologies with lower impact of GHG emissions,
- introducing social projects or acquiring emission reduction credits in order to neutralize the accounted carbon footprint.

The authors helped SECFP to achieve these goals and, in parallel, pursued their own objective: finding and exploring hindrances to the implementation of quantitative methodologies.

SECFP’s first step was to measure the raw materials and products’ carbon footprint throughout the supply chain of Osklen’s six main export products that use new materials — as for instance pirarucu leather or recycled polyester fibers —, as well as its social impacts. This step also included the definition of the system boundaries, the identification of products and manufacturing processes, the life cycle analysis of the selected products, the GHG inventory (including direct and indirect emissions sources within the system boundaries) and the definition of the baseline year to future emissions measurements. In order to accomplish those tasks, the project team and the authors have analyzed each product’s supply chain and, subsequently, have conducted field visits to evaluate the suppliers’ processes, regarding its capabilities and degrees of environmental awareness. Those visits also aimed to educate professionals about responsible filling the spreadsheets whit data related to the products’ life cycle inventory. The carbon footprint of each product was thereafter calculated. The second step involved the adoption of targets for the reduction of the ecological and carbon footprint and the identification of the best cost-effectiveness mitigation program. With this, the firm met the conditions for certification of the six products’ ecological and carbon footprint, but within their life cycle still remained residual emissions to be neutralized. So, the third step consisted in offsetting them by investing in projects complying with the Kyoto Protocol mechanisms, or by buying Certified Emission Reduction or Voluntary Emission Reduction. Finally, the fourth step was the communication of the ecological and carbon performances of Osklen.

Osklen and partners report to have accomplished SECFP’s goals and to be satisfied with its results, which are published
on the Internet (INSTITUTO-e, 2012). Considering now the research interest specific to the authors, the results are less enthusiastic. Taking part at SECFP has shown them that the use of Brazilian biodiversity materials has not been accompanied by actions to mitigate environmental and social impacts, due basically to the lack of quantitative or even qualitative assessment based upon theoretical or empirical validated models.

The follow up of this carbon footprint measurement process enabled us to estimate the difficulties encountered by Brazilian small and medium-sized firms when they decide to continuously capture and register data, as new products are launched. As layers of suppliers move away from the contracting firm, problems get bigger: great distances, local energy mix peculiarities, quality unevenness of information and of transports infrastructure, and low regional professional qualification. SECFP’s troubles in gathering data were aggravated by the low level of formalization and codification of information within the supply chain, as well as by the lack of competencies and routines for sustainability measurement. Small and medium-sized T&A firms believe they cannot afford an integrated information system coupled with supply-chain sustainability governance.

Another significant hindrance to the quantitative assessment of environmental and social impacts along the supply chain was the lack of a sustainability management unit at the lead firm, in this case Osklen, which could create stronger administrative and technical links between its internal units, especially creation, product development, supply management and commercialization. In fact, a critical factor for information management is establishing bases for technical, administrative and commercial relations among suppliers. This often involves actors who are initially unknown for the lead firm. Thus, although the quantitative assessment of carbon footprints showed to be feasible, it also revealed the difficulties to incorporate new measures, competencies, technologies and values to the business routines, mostly due to the need of developing sustainability criteria all along the supply chain.

Yet, carbon footprint measurement of Osklen’s eco-products instigated some suppliers to ask for quantitative assessment of their own products. Although data collecting was somehow stressful for most of them, those positioned in the supply chain’s first tiers did perceive the quantification of impacts as an opportunity to create barriers to access to their competitors. Furthermore, the SECFP’s outcomes were followed by subsequent initiatives to measure water footprints. The same organizations are now involved in a second project.

6. Second Study Discussion

SECFP provided a good opportunity to notice the low integration level of Osklen’s supply chain. Coordination carried out by the lead firm does not go beyond the first layer of its suppliers. This happens because Osklen still follows a cost-driven procurement, which prioritizes lowest acquisition prices instead of the chain loyalty level. Such a situation certainly does not favor data collecting routines, especially when people is not used to them and cannot perceive its economic value. Moreover, costs-oriented strategies tend to align and even submit the lead T&A firm creation cores to procurement managers’ criteria, which entails the increase and heterogeneity of the suppliers-base. Consequently, the supply chain exhibits great boundaries variability, which brings together uncertainty and difficulties to assess quantitatively environmental impacts. Furthermore, cost-centered strategies also provoke internal conflicts between the usual performance indicators (straight related to costs reduction or to legal and regulatory compliances) and the implementation of
routines to gather and measure previously ignored social and environmental data.

Still, impacts measurement has proven to be an effective method of spreading learning by doing over the supply-chain. Assisted by customized systems of information specially designed for small companies, the quantification of environmental impacts can help instead of jeopardize the integration among the chain.

7. Recommendations for the development of sustainability capacity in the Brazilian T&A value-chain

Sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies require new management criteria. Life Cycle Assessment, for instance, implies the re-elaboration of suppliers’ contracts and a new chain governance framework. This can hardly result from external knowledge support, as consultancy for example. A socio-environmental responsibility unit is needed to promote the continuous evolution of the organisation’s environmental consciousness level, and for continuously improving its technical and strategic systems.

New forms of contracting and subcontracting, supply-chain cooperation and customization of information systems are required to enlarge the lead firm coordination. New criteria for selecting partners in the value chain, new intra and inter-organizational units, management supported eco-innovation principles and methods, and customized sustainability network systems that can capture and consolidate routinized information are the main drivers to sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies in Brazilian T&A industry.

Intra and inter-organizational changes can be synthesized as follows:

a) Value chain governance: Contracting and subcontracting should be guided by the need for trust, extended leadership and integration on sustainability principles. New types of contracts must ensure data collecting, skills development and compliance with sustainability policies.

b) Human resource strategies: hiring and training should include evaluation systems that measure environmental skills at all levels, both in technical and managerial positions.

c) Organizational change: environmental managers must have effective participation in product development and marketing strategies.

d) Integrative technologies: sustainability management systems should be customized to small scale manufactures and semi-craft production. Traditional systems of environmental impacts measuring are not suitable for micro businesses that can’t even support the maintenance of an environmental consulting.

8. Conclusions

This paper explored obstacles to sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies in Brazilian T&A industry. The results suggest that social and environmental commitment is not a simple issue, focused on brand image strategies and eco-friendly discourses; it is a complex matter of learning and evolving sustainability capabilities all along the lead firm value chain. The selected firms sustainability initiatives analysed - whether small, medium or large firms – doesn’t seem to be near from meeting the needs of emerging global conscious consumers that accept to pay more for sustainable innovations; none of the initiatives revealed - at the time of data collection - the adoption of the new methods and technologies that can push then onto global leadership in sustainability-oriented differentiation strategies.

Vital quantitative assessment of environmental impacts demands organizational changes, basically a sustainability value chain approach, that
could guide the development of both internal and external resources such as information technologies, organization structures, business strategies and competencies.

Life cycle quantitative assessment gives a better understanding of products and processes, enhancing organizational learning, trust and eco-innovation capabilities to mitigate environmental impacts. It can also reveal specific handicaps along the value-chain for improving environmental performance at different bottlenecks. As such, quantitative assessment will influence the selection of suppliers and the chain governance model. It also helps to convert human resources into an important enabler of eco-innovation, creating a valuable organizational capability to address rapidly changing environments. But, prior to that, hindrances to chain trust and participative innovation must be removed by appropriate changes in procurement and contracting philosophy, organization architecture and technology resources.
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